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The Abbey Road drummers Kontakt instruments include a comprehensive mix section, allowing you to control the level, position, and routing of all the individual drum sounds and headphones. You can choose between a selection of custom presets, and create custom settings and loops with the full Kontakt 4 Player, giving you control over
the individual sounds, and re-mapping via drag and drop for third party mics, drum software and electronic drum kits. Plus, with built in compatibility with various third-party drum software, you can plug into your favorite drum software and work in tandem in your DAW as you create. The first is a remix of the Abbey Road 60s Drummer

Library by CJP, a UK producer and artist with an eclectic musical career that spans dozens of genres. The CJP mix highlights the history of each drum kit with a couple of brand new Grooves, matching the general vibe of each kit, but still bringing in the 80s sounds and groove of the 60s, along with new from the 90s and 00s. It also includes
plenty of new "sequenced" grooves, created within the Kontakt environment to replicate a real drum beat, and then easily mapped into your favorite software. If youre more into 60s rock and roll than 60s funk, then the CJP Abbey Road 60s Drummer will be perfect for your next beat. The kit is fully loaded with 40+ acoustic/electric fills,

patterns, grooves, and snare rolls and snares at the right beats, all played live by session drummers. Abbey Road is a good drum library made by Native Instruments, and although its a very new product on the market, it is already complete and has a lot of original sounds and nice articulations that should be worth a good listen. You can find
this Kontakt product on the Kontakt site for only $29.99!
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With their 8 fully-equipped drum kits, Abbey Road Drum Fury 3 brings a more variety of percussive instruments, such as ukuleles, 5-string fretless basses, violins, violas... These instruments are captured in a simplified scale, and stored in a huge library. The different
types of percussive instruments have a soft and warm feel, which will be great for modern-sounding cinematic productions. With Drum Fury X, Native Instruments offers a huge library of drums with many different kits, spanning a wide range of instruments, both

contemporary and vintage. The native instruments Universal Audio Apollo Guitars AR60s are a 6 GB (24-bit /44.1 kHz) collection of professional guitar samples that features guitar, bass, and electric piano sounds recorded in Abbey Roads Studio Two using top gear
from their respective eras. They are easy to use, have built-in effects, and can be easily mapped into Kontakts universal interface. The collection comprises custom presets for the classic Ibanez and Fender guitars, and an extensive custom user-interface for playing
around with the sounds. The Abbey Road Drummer Series Universal Audio Apollo Guitars AR70s are a similarly-sized 6 GB (24-bit /44.1 kHz) collection of professional drum samples that features the Roland GA-1 and Yamaha H20EX drums. They come with custom
presets and MIDI mappings for a wide range of analog and digital drum sets. The collection also includes kick pads for playing around with the kicks, as well as custom user-interface and virtual drum machine settings for drummers, and an extensive custom user-

interface for playing around with the sounds. 5ec8ef588b
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